It is promising to achieve quantum supremacy with boson sampling given the rapid development of physical implementations. However, the sample loss issue, which exists in both the physical experiments and classical simulation, has a strong impact on where the frontier of quantum supremacy is. Addressing this, we present Sample Caching Markov Chain Monte Carlo (SC-MCMC), a sampling method that can generate samples without loss. SC-MCMC can reduce the estimated time for a 50-photon sample in ∼10 days to <100 minutes with state-of-the-art classical computing platform. Further, our results indicate that to experimentally approach quantum supremacy, reducing sample loss within an experimental setup is an important and effective method.
Demonstrating quantum supremacy is a milestone in quantum computing, representing that quantum devices can outperform the fastest classical hardware on some task [1] [2] [3] [4] . Evaluating the demonstration of quantum supremacy should base on the intense competition between the two sides: the developing quantum devices on some selective tasks, and the classical computers running the benchmark for the corresponding tasks to explore the supremacy threshold. The chosen task should be suitable for near-term implementation as well as able to be significantly accelerated by quantum computing.
Such a task is boson sampling [5] . On the one hand, its linear optical implementation merely requires identical bosons (typically photons), linear transformation, and passive detection. On the other hand, its classical simulation involves computing permanents of Gaussian complex matrices [6] , which is likely to be classically intractable, even in approximation cases [7] . The classical hardness of boson sampling attracts enormous efforts to build large-scale physical devices to beat classical computers, and remarkable achievements have been made [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . It is promising to show quantum supremacy via boson sampling.
On the classical side, competitors have worked on pushing the performance limit for simulating boson sampling on state-of-the-art classical computers. Recently a efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [19] based sampling method, Metropolised independent sampling (MIS) [20, 21] provides currently the most efficient simulation of boson sampling, which is expected to be scaled up to 50-photon boson sampling, providing a practical supremacy threshold for boson sampling.
However, similar with the optical implementation of boson sampling, the sample loss is also a serious problem of classical samplers, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . According to the hardness proof of boson sampling, the hardness of simulating boson sampling only stems from the unavoidable computation of one permanent [5] . Despite the unfeasible brute-force sampling, the current sampling methods generate massive candidates with each involving evaluating a permanent, while only a small fraction of candidates are kept [5, 21] . For example, MIS discards massive candidates in order to tackle the autocorrelation inherent issue of MCMC. To this point, we define the computational hardness limit of simulating boson sampling as the performance of computing only one permanent [ Fig. 1(b) ] and present a non-loss sampling method to reach this limit.
Our method, namely Sample Caching-Markov chain Monte Carlo (SC-MCMC), makes contributions on two sides. (1) On the classical side, SC-MCMC can generate one sample by evaluating only one probability, which is as 100 times as fast as MIS. It prevents any sample loss when deal with the autocorrelation issue of MCMC. As a result, our method can contract the time estimated on state-of-the-art computing platform for generating a 50-photon sample from ∼ 10 days to < 100 minutes, and could be scaled up to simulating 57 photons [22] . Besides, Our method can also be directly applied on other hard sampling tasks. (2) On the quantum side, our results indicate that it is more challenging to demonstrate quantum supremacy by boson sampling, depicting a more accurate threshold of quantum supremacy by boson sampling than it was thought to be. Our results also provide some instructive feedback on the optical implementations of boson sampling. We emphasize the importance of avoiding the photon loss in the optical implementation of boson sampling, and shows that an improvement of 5% for the loss rate would spare hundreds of photons in counteracting the raising of the supremacy threshold.
Boson sampling and Markov chain Monte Carlo. The task of boson sampling is to sample the output distributions of a m-mode interferometer network with n identical photons as input. Because of the interferences of photons, the probability of a certain output pattern of photons is related to the permanent of the transformation matrix decided by the interferometer network. Specifically, the output patterns are post-selected within the "collision-free" regime where photons are no-bunching in each output port. The value of m is often chosen to be The quantum runtime of a boson sampler is mainly determined by the repetition rate Rq of the multi-photon source, the transmission probability for a single photon η (the sample transmission probability ηq = η n ), and the probability for a collision-free event P CF . The classical runtime is free of the sample collision, and consists of the repetition rate of generating a candidate sample Rc that is decided by the time for calculating a permanent, and the probability for keeping a sample ηc. (b) The acceptance probability of the sampling methods, which is represented by the radius. The angle represents the number of photons. The border line of the solid core at the origin point represents the computational hardness limit, where non-loss sampling is required, i.e. ηc = 100%. n 2 to meet the requirement for the hardness proof of boson sampling [5] . The number of all the possible output patterns grows exponentially with n. In summary, the task of classically simulating boson sampling is to generate samples from the probability distribution over the m n output patterns. Instead of calculating the probabilities of the whole distribution, a feasible method is Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, a kind of MCMC method [21, 23] . The sampling is processed by constructing a Markov chain, with the state space corresponding to the set of the m n possible output patterns of boson sampling, and the probabilities of all the patterns as the stationary probabilities. To expand the chain, a state s is chosen as the candidate (current state is s) following a easy-to-sample symmetric proposal distribution, and this candidate state would be accepted and added on the chain with probability
where p(s) is the boson sampling probability of state s, or be rejected with the rest probability. If the candidate is rejected, the current state would duplicate on the end of the chain. Each time a node is added in the chain, the pattern corresponding to the added node is outputted as the sample. In this way, it seems ideal that one may just need to calculate one permanent for one sample. Unfortunately, the generated samples may be erroneous because the sample sequence suffers from severe autocorrelation, as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The first-order autocorrelation of a sequence is often estimated using Durbin-Watson statistic [24] , while in this paper, we follow a more straightforward way to estimate the autocorrelation by
where x i is the value of the i th sample,x is the mean of the samples. Each x i is assigned a value as the order of patterns after been sorted. The value of r 1 should be in [−1, 1], and it reflects the autocorrelation in the sequence. The closer |r 1 | is to 1, the stronger the samples are correlated, and the sign of r 1 indicates if the samples are positively or negatively correlated. To overcome the autocorrelation of the sequence, in MIS, a method called "jump sampling" (or "thinning procedure") [20, 21] is applied to obtain independent samples. In jump sampling, an sample is kept in every k candidates with the rest k − 1 candidates discarded. The remained samples are approximately independent [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The value of k is determined by checking the autocorrelation of the obtained sequence. In MIS, the value of k is 100, which is claimed to be sufficient for simulating boson sampling of more than 30 photons [21] . However, this suggests that in MIS the probability for keeping a candidate sample is η c = 1 k = 1%. If the autocorrelation issue could be tackled without abandoning any samples, the sampling process could be accelerated by 100 times. Other methods such as the delayed rejection [25] [26] [27] could be used to reduce the correlations among the samples at the cost of calculating more probabilities for one sample.
The sample caching method. Our SC-MCMC protocol [ Fig. 2(c) ] mainly contains two parts: one is a MCMC sampler, with which the second part combined is a procedure that we call "Sample Caching". Each time a candidate sample is generated by the MCMC process, instead of being outputted directly, it is stored into the sample cache, until the cache is full. Afterwards, each time a candidate sample is intended to be stored, randomly output a sample in the cache first and then store this the new candidate. This procedure is repeated till the MCMC process generates enough candidates, and then clean the cache by outputting the samples left in the cache in random order. The cache filling results in a time delay before the output of the first sample, while the cache cleaning phase will cause burst output of samples.
Essentially, the correctness of SC-MCMC is guaranteed by the MCMC process. Some methods can be applied to validate the sampling results [28, 29] , but a more straightforward way is to compare the frequency graph with the probability distribution. We found an empirical results that the number of samples may has to be in the order of 100 · m n to construct a frequency graph with a similarity of 99% with the probability distribution.
More importantly, the sample caching process eliminates the autocorrelations within the sample sequence without losing any samples. Under the asymptotic condition where the size of the cache is large enough, the number of samples stored in the cache follows the probability of the samples, and the uniformly random choice makes it independent among the draws. Practically, by using a sample cache with limited size, the correlations among the samples can also be eliminated. Fig. 3 shows the first-order autocorrelation against the size of sample cache for different scales of boson sampling.
To understand how sample cache works, we need to analyze the jump sampling method first. For a MCMC sampler with state space S = {s 1 , . . . , s N }, the transition probabilities can be described by a matrix P = {p ij } N ×N with p ij equals the probability to transit from state s i to s j in one step. The k-step transition probability matrix is P (k) = P k , and p (k) ij is the probability to transit from s i to s j in k steps. It satisfies that lim k→∞ p (k) ij = p(s j ) for arbitrary i and j, where p(s j ) is the probability of state S j [19, 20, 30] . Thus a sample is independent from another that is infinite steps away. Actually, in a certain number of steps (e.g. K steps), the K-step transition probability p (K) ij approximately equals to p(s j ) for arbitrary i and j. Therefore, a sample is approximately independent from the samples with a distance of more than K steps. The value of K depends on how fast the Markov chain converges [31] . Empirically, we can choose an sufficiently large value. If the samples between the K steps are discarded, the correlations among the remained samples are negligible.
In SC-MCMC, the result can be regarded as a reordered sequence from the original one. The probability that the two adjacent samples are at a distance of k (k ≥ 1) steps in the original sequence is
where L is the size of the sample cache. Then we can obtain the probability that two adjacent samples are still correlated (the distance between the two samples in the original sequence doesn't exceed K, the corresponding jumping step in jump sampling) by
Clearly, lim L→∞ P cr = 0, and the first-order autocorrelation is thus eliminated if the sample cache is sufficiently large. The autocorrelations of higher orders are eliminated in the same way [32] . The next question is that practically what size should the cache be? The exact size of the sample cache required varies case-by-case, however we can choose a sufficiently big cache. This answer is easy to obtain from Eq.(4) by ensuring P corr < ε, then L > K ε . Setting K = 200 and ε = 0.05, resulting in L = 4, 000, is sufficient for the case of n = 30 and m = 900, as shown in Tab. I. It is supposed to be sufficient for larger scale, and the size could be further enlarged if needed. Most significant of all, no sample is lost no matter what size the cache is.
The evaluation of the threshold for quantum supremacy. We implement the parallelized Glynn's algorithm to exactly compute the permanents of arbitrary matrices [22, 33] . The numerical simulation was done on 64 nodes of Tianhe-2 supercomputer [34, 35] and another local cluster. The sampling rate reached 1.01Hz on Tianhe-2 nodes, and the 32 cluster nodes afforded the simulation for 21 photons with a sampling rate of 18.09Hz. The percentage of the time used for calculating permanents exceeds 99% when n is sufficiently large, indicating the reach of the computational hardness limit.
Combined with the performance estimation on Tianhe-2 supercomputer [22] , the average time estimated (in seconds) for obtaining a n-photon candidate sample is
Associated with SC-MCMC method, this scaling result indicates that the time estimated for a 50-photon sample can be reduced from about 10 days to within 100 minutes, and 11 days could be sufficient for generating a 57-photon sample.
To compared with the threshold raised before, we rewrite the function for quantum advantage [21] QA(n, η) = log (t c /t q ) , with the n-photon repetition rate of the photon source Rq = 10GHz (R q = 76n −1 MHz, the leading parameter of proposed photon source [13] , which is obtain from a 76MHz quantum dot source.). Our method raises this threshold higher to the position of the red lines. The increment of photon number is vast when η < 0.5, and it will reduce by more than 300 when η is improved by only 5%.
where t c is the estimated classical runtime for a boson sampling instance with n photons and m = n 2 modes.
is the quantum runtime for the corresponding instance in which R q is the n-photon repetition rate of the photon source, and η is the transmission probability for a photon [32] . QA > 0 suggests the existence of quantum advantage, and the significant demonstration of quantum supremacy may require QA ≥ 10. The border line of QA = 0 represents the threshold for quantum advantage. Our algorithm updates the estimation of t c as Eq. (5), which results in a higher threshold compared with previous results of MIS, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Associated with the transmission probability realized in recent experiments (less than 0.4 [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ), the increment of photon number required for quantum supremacy is vast. When η = 0.5 and R q = 10GHz (probably beyond the reach of near-term experiments) the increment exceeds 300 photons, while it reduces to 30 when η is improved to 0.55. Further, for a network with given shape, there exist the minimum request for η, even when we have sufficiently many photons [32] . Currently, enhancing the transmission probability can greatly reduce the required photon number for quantum supremacy.
Discussion. We have shown that our method can effectively eliminates the autocorrelation within the sample sequence without discarding any samples, and enables efficient simulation of boson sampling. However, the threshold for quantum supremacy can go further with better implementation of permanent calculating algorithm, organization of parallelism, and sampling algorithms as well as the rapid development of classical hardware.
For physical experiments, challenges are severe in not only the required scale of photons, but in the realization of circuits as well. The number of modes required may reach several thousands, so as to the depth of the circuits. Our results suggest that currently, reducing photon loss may approach closer to the supremacy threshold than merely increasing the photon number.
As to the sampling method, the autocorrelation issue is a fundamental problem of Markov chain Monte Carlo. Our method can be helpful to enhance efficiency in all other MCMC applications to obtain uncorrelated samples, including most of the quantum supremacy candidate tasks, such as the Gaussian boson sampling [36] , IQP circuit sampling [37, 38] and quantum random circuit sampling [39] ), turning the benchmark for those problems into the calculation of one single probability.
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where S and T are two m-dimension vectors describing the input pattern and output pattern of the photons respectively. Specifically, S = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s m ) with s i meaning there are s i photons in the i th input port of the interferometer, and T is defined for the output ports in the same way. In optical implementations, S and T are often described by multi-mode number states. The standard input state is |ψ in = |S = | 11...1 n 00...0 m−n , which is also applied in our simulation. U (S,T ) is a sub-matrix by choosing different rows and columns from the transformation matrix U that is decided by the interferometer [5] . P er(·) is the permanent of the matrix given. For a matrix A = {a ij } n×n , the permanent of A is defined as
where σ ranges over all the permutations of {1, 2, ..., n}.
The exact simulation of boson sampling is hard. While in the case of approximation, the hardness proof of boson sampling is based on a conjecture that the permanent of the matrix with Gaussian elements is hard to approximate unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses. While to ensure the Gaussian feature of the n × n-submatrix, the transformation matrix should be Haar random, and m is in the order of n 5 log 2 n [5] . Generally, m = n 2 is thought to be sufficient.
Totally, there are up to m+n−1 n output patterns of the photons. However, we care more about the "collision-free" cases, where photons don't share the same mode, i.e. no bunching, thus reducing the number of patterns to m n . The simulation of boson sampling is to draw samples from the distribution described by Eq. S1. It's unavoidable to calculate or approximate permanents, thus the simulation of boson sampling is likely to be hard on classical computers. The two most-efficient permanent-computing algorithms, Ryser's algorithm and Balasubramanian-Bax-Franklin-Glynn's algorithm are in the time complexity of O(n 2 · 2 n ) if implemented to pursue the efficiency of parallelism on the target platform with massive parallel processing unit [22] . Though it's relatively easier to achieve the time complexity of O(n · 2 n ) when executed serially. Since boson sampling is hard to simulate on classical computers, it's promising to realize the quantum supremacy through boson sampling, and the benchmark of boson sampling for the supremacy is then raised for discussion. Ref. [21] firstly proposed a practical boson sampling simulator through Metropolised independent sampling (MIS), and concluded that the server-level computing hardware is sufficient for 30-photon simulation, and the performance of supercomputer could further afford 50-photon boson sampling [22] . With a detailed comparison between the performance of MIS and currently proposed experiments, it's concluded that the supremacy has not been achieved yet, and seems unlikely in the near term.
THE COMPUTATIONAL HARDNESS LIMIT OF CLASSICALLY SIMULATING BOSON SAMPLING
In ref. [22] , the benchmark on one of the fastest supercomputer, Tianhe-2, suggests that the performance limit of classical computers on boson sampling is to generate a 50-photon sample in about 100 minutes. This sampling rate is obtained on the assumption that the performance of generating a sample could be represented by that of computing a permanent. The computational hardness limit is thus defined in this way as the performance of calculating only one permanent, which asks for that the number of permanents required for one sample should be only one.
The calculation of a permanent is the core problem of classical simulating boson sampling. However, between the calculation of permanent and the generation of a sample, there is a gap caused by sampling algorithms. Current
FIG. S1:
The rejection sampling. The sampling is done by first sampling from a easy-to-sample proposal distribution, and judge if output this sample according to a probability decide by ratio between the target distribution and the proposal distribution.
sampling algorithms are not able to reach this computational hardness limit. To generate a sample, often it has to calculate more than one probability, and thus involves calculating more than one permanents, as shown in Fig. 1(b) in main text. For example, the number of permanents required for one sample is a constant (=100) in MIS [21] , and for brute force sampling, this number is m n . If an algorithm reaches this limit, the extra cost other than computing one permanent for one effective sample is negligible, and the performance of computing a permanent can represent that of simulating boson sampling. Here we briefly introduce three widely used classical sampling algorithms.
Brute force sampling
Brute force sampling generates samples in a more straightforward way: compute the probabilities of all the output patterns, and then draw samples. Thus it's also called naïve sampling. However, even to generate only one sample, brute force sampling has to calculate m n permanents in the collision-free regime. Since m is required to be n 2 , the number of probabilities of the distribution and the corresponding number of permanents required to calculate grows exponentially with n ( Fig. 1(b) in main text). It's obvious that the brute force sampling method is no longer feasible when n reaches a certain value. For example, when n = 7, the quantity of permanents required to calculate is 8.59 × 10 7 , and when n reaches 10, this number grows explosively to 1.73 × 10 13 , which seems unacceptable on a classical computer. The other problem of brute force sampling is the storage of the whole distribution. If a single probability is stored in the format of a double precision float number, which occupies 16 bytes on a classical computer, then the storage request for the distribution of a boson sampling instance with 10 photons in 100 modes exceeds 277 Terabytes, and it requires about 156.9 Petabytes for simulating a 30-photon-900-mode instance of boson sampling. Thus brute force sampling is far away from reaching the computational hardness limit of classically simulating boson sampling.
Rejection sampling
Compared to brute force sampling, rejection sampling requires to compute much less permanents for one sample. All what needed is a proposal distribution g(x) that can be efficiently sampled. Before sampling, a parameter λ must be decided, so that for any output pattern x of boson sampling, f (x) < λg(x), where f (x) is boson sampling probability for pattern x and g(x) is the corresponding proposal probability. The scheme of rejection sampling is shown in Fig. S1 .
The process of rejection sampling repeats the following two steps:
1. randomly sample a pattern x from g(x);
2. calculate f (x), and then output the sample of pattern x with probability
λg(x) , or discard this sample with probability P reject = 1 − P accept .
Thus for each sample, it's a probabilistic event that the sampler outputs the sample or not, and finally the distribution we draw samples from approaches the target probability distribution. However, it's hard to choose a proposal Each time a new node is added on the chain, the sample corresponds to the state is outputted. The probability for acceptance/rejection is determined by the ratio of probabilities of the states.
distribution that overlaps quite well with the boson sampling distribution. A feasible way is to choose the uniform distribution, and let λ satisfy that after multiplying λ, this uniform distribution exactly covers the largest probability of the output patterns in boson sampling, in this case the boson sampling distribution itself has great influence on the success probability, and it brings in another problem: the estimation of the largest probability of boson sampling. Ref. [21] discussed about the quantity of permanents used for a sample in rejection sampling. Actually the average probability to accept a sample with uniform proposal is 1/λ, and the computational hardness core problem is repeated for λ times for one effective sample. However, though much less than brute force sampling, the number of permanents required to calculate for one effective sample also grows very fast ( Fig. 1(b) in main text). In conclusion, rejection sampling is also far from the computational hardness limit of classically simulating boson sampling.
Markov chain Monte Carlo
In Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), the sampling process is done through constructing a Markov chain with the target distribution as the stationary distribution. The state space, denoted as S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s N }, of the Markov chain corresponds to all the m n output patterns of boson sampling. Each time the chain expands, a sample could be generated, as shown in Fig. S2 . Since we limit the sample space in the collision-free case, the size of the state space is m n , with each state representing one output pattern of photons. To be specifically, the algorithm we use is Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with symmetric proposal distribution g(x) which is easy to sample from. The process of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is the iteration of the following three steps:
1. If current state is s i , choose the next state s j from distribution g(s j |s i ), which is the probability to choose s j as the candidate when current state is s i . The choice of the proposal distribution is arbitrary. For symmetric proposal, which is frequently used, it satisfies g(s i |s j ) = g(s j |s i ).
2. Calculate p(s i ), which is the boson sampling probability for state s j , and accept s j as the new state with probability P accept = min 1,
p(si) , or duplicate s i as the new state with the rest probability;
3. Output the sample corresponding to the new state.
Note that in step 2, the probability for acceptance would not always be min 1,
, because for other MetropolisHastings algorithms, the symmetric condition of the proposal density is not necessary, expanding the probability to be P accept = min 1, p(sj )·g(si|sj ) p(si)·g(sj |si) . As we will see in the following sections, the choice of proposal density would have influence on the convergence speed of the Markov chain.
Unlike the rejection sampling, the MCMC method will generate a sample even the candidate sample is rejected. Therefore, it seems ideal that for one sample, we just need to calculate one permanent, and thus the computational hardness limit could be reached. However, the sample generated may be erroneous of the correlations between samples. Usually the correlations are eliminated at the cost of impairing the sampling efficiency, and makes it away from the computational hardness limit of classically simulating boson sampling. Here we developed an algorithm to avoid the efficiency impairment while reduce the correlations between samples. We next analyze the autocorrelation problem in MCMC.
THE SAMPLE CACHING MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO METHOD
We develop an algorithm and try to reach the computational hardness limit by eliminating the autocorrelation of the sequence generated by the MCMC without abandoning samples. To see this, we will introduce the autocorrelation problem in MCMC first.
The autocorrelation of the sample sequence generated by Markov chain
The autocorrelation of the sample sequence is the fact that the samples are correlated, and thus may lead to erroneous samples. The autocorrelation of the sequence at lag k is defined by Eq. S3
where x t is value of t th sample, and µ, σ 2 are the mean and the variance of the distribution. Usually, the true mean and variance are unknown, and are often replaced by the sample mean and variance. The autocorrelation then can be estimated as
where µ s and σ 2 s are the mean and variance of the samples. Specially, for first-order autocorrelation, there are other test statistics, such as the Durbin-Watson statistic [24] , as expressed by Eq. S5
The relationship between d-statistic and the first-order correlation can be given by
We directly estimate the first-order autocorrelation through Eq. 2(main text), which is the special case of Eq. S4 by assigning k = 1. The value of r k should be in [−1, 1], and it would reflect the autocorrelation in the sequence. The closer |r k | is to 1, the stronger the samples are correlated, and the sign of r k indicates if the samples are positively or negatively correlated.
From the definition of autocorrelation, we can analyze the autocorrelation problem. Given a sample sequence X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N } with x i as the i th sample taken from a distribution described by p(·) and if the samples are independent, it's easy to observe that A v e r a g e d T o t a l V a r i a n c e D i s t a n c e A v e r a g e d T o t a l V a r i a n c e D i s t a n c e A v e r a g e d T o t a l V a r i a n c e D i s t a n c e A v e r a g e d T o t a l V a r i a n c e D i s t a n c e where p(x i ) is the probability for event x i . Note that since the samples are independent, p(x j |x i ) = p(x j ) for arbitrary i and j, and thus result in no autocorrelation for arbitrary k. In one step of state transition in Markov chain with state space S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s N }, the probability of the transition from a state to another forms a matrix P , with the element at i th row and j th column representing the probability to transit from state s i to s j , as shown in Eq. S7
where p(s i ) is the probability for state s i and g(s j |s i ) is the probability from the proposal distribution, which acts as the candidate selection probability. In the Markov chain Monte Carlo, this conditional probability p(s j |s i ) is just the transition probability p ij . However, in most cases, p ij = p(s j ), which leads to the correlations between the adjacent samples. For the state-duplication cases, the adjacent samples are exactly identical, which leads to a severe autocorrelation problem and erroneous samples.
Jump sampling method
In Metropolised independence sampling [21] , the autocorrelation is eliminated through multi-step transition, i.e. the jump sampling (or thinning procedure). The transition from s i to s j in k steps can be described by matrix P (k) .
It's easy to observe that P (k) = P k . If the Markov chain would converge, then for arbitrary i and j, lim [19, 20] . To show this, we define Averaged Total Variance Distance of P (k) between the k-step transition probability matrix and the intrinsic probability of the states
where N is the size of the state space. d A = 0 indicates p (k) ij = p(s j ) for arbitrary i and j. In the test, the proposal distribution is g(s j |s i ) = 1 N for arbitrary i and j. For example, the results of d A between P (k) for several scales are shown in Fig. S3 .
Thus as long as the Markov chain would converge, for a certain number k, the difference between p (k) ij and p(s j ) is negligible. By throwing away the samples within the k steps, the remained samples are approximately independently. Thus MIS generate an effective sample by calculating k permanents. A proposed value of k is 100, which is sufficient for eliminating the autocorrelation of the sample sequence from more than 30-photon boson sampling scheme, and is with only a constant number from the computational hardness limit of simulating boson sampling. The time estimated for Tianhe-2 supercomputer to generate a 50-photon sample is about 10 days. However, if the samples within the leap is not discarded and is reused, then the efficiency of the algorithm would be greatly enhanced, which is the main idea of our method.
Sample caching
We proposed the Sample Caching Markov Chain Monte Carlo(SC-MCMC) to reduce the autocorrelation without losing any samples. Our protocol mainly contains two parts: a complete MCMC sampler combined with a procedure that we call "Sample Caching". The SC-MCMC algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Sample Caching Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
Sample=MCMC(); Generate a sample using MCMC
3:
if not Full(Cache) then 4: add(Cache, Sample); Store the sample in the Cache 5:
Output(Cache[u]); Pick a sample to output randomly 8: add(Cache, Sample, u); Store a new sample to the empty slot 9:
end if 10: end for 11: Output the samples in the Cache randomly;
Deal with the samples in the cache when the sampling process is over
By applying sample caching on the sequence, the finally generated samples are nearly independent. Fig. S4 shows the influence of sample cache with varied size on the first-order autocorrelation, and Fig. S5 shows the comparison between the original sequence generated by normal MCMC algorithm and the SC-MCMC generated sequence in autocorrelation at lags up to 200. The results indicate that, sample caching process reduces the autocorrelation of the sequence to a negligible level, and the samples in the sequence are nearly independent. More important, in this way, all the samples are saved from being discarded, and averagely the generation of one sample only requires the calculation of one permanent. The cache at the size of 4,000 is sufficient for 30-photon cases.
However, the SC-MCMC method requires a longer start-up time, because of the workload to fill the sample cache. If a MIS and a SC-MCMC sampler are working on a same sampling problem, after the same period of warm-up time, the MIS begins to output samples every k steps, while the SC-MCMC has to wait for L steps, and then output samples in every step, as shown in Fig. S6(a) . We would find that the SC-MCMC sampler would cache up with the MCMC sampler with jump sampling at the sample ordered with L K by the SC-MCMC sampler. Fortunately, we can use a small trick to improve the fall-behind period of SC-MCMC. The solution is more like a combination of the jump sampling and sample caching: when filling the sample cache, we can output samples in every k generations, while the un-chosen samples are stored in the cache till the sample cache is full, and then follow the SC-MCMC protocol, as shown in Fig. S6(b) . Thus finally, we can develop a improved SC-MCMC algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 2. The warm-up period of MCMC is not focused in our work, because the number of samples for warm-up is constant and limited, while much more samples can be discarded in other sampling algorithms. Sample=MCMC(); Generate a sample using MCMC
if not Full(Cache) then 4: if (SN − 1)%k==0 then
5:
Output(Sample); Output in the every k samples if the cache is not full 6:
add(Cache, Sample); Store the sample in the Cache 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE CACHING MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO
The effectiveness of sample cache in the asymptotic condition where the size of the cache is large enough is easy to understand. The standard MCMC process ensures that the samples in the cache follows their own probability. Since we uniformly randomly choose the sample from the cache as the sample to output, each selection is independent. Thus we obtain a correlation-less sequence.
Practically, the size of the cache is limited. In this case, the essence that sample cache works is the reorder of the samples in the sequence, as shown in Fig. S7 . The samples generated by the MCMC sampler without entering the sample cache forms an original sequence (denoted as SM ), and the sequence after the sample cache is denoted as SC. The adjacent two samples from SM may be separated in SC, and the size of cache determines the range that the reorder works. The reorder process is stochastic. Suppose that two adjacent samples in SC labeled as x i and x j , and reorder the sequence with a sample cache of size L. Now we discuss about the probability that the distance of x i is in k steps away from x j in the original sequence before the reorder.
1. If k > 0, it means x i is k steps ahead of x j in SM .
In this case, x i enters the cache first, and in the next k − 1 steps, x i is not chosen to output. This probability is L−1 L k−1 . Then x j enters the cache, and they are outputted immediately with probability 1 L 2 , or outputted one step later with probability t steps later, where t = 2, 3, . ... Thus in summary, we have
2. If k < 0, it means x i is k steps behind x j in SM .
In this case, x j enters the cache first, and in the next k steps x j is not chosen to output with probability L−1 L k . Then these two samples are probable to be outputted in t steps, with probability
We care more about the absolute value of k. The probability that the two adjacent samples are in distance
The expected distance of two samples is
(S11)
In this way, the correlated samples are at a lower probability to be at a close distance in the new sequence. This probability is in a inversely proportional relationship with the size of the cache. The distance may directly impact on the correlation between the two samples. From Fig. S3 we see that if the distance reaches a certain number (denoted as K), the correlation of the samples can be ignored. So we can calculate the probability if the correlation of two samples can not be ignored as
(S12)
We can constraint P cr in a low level to reduce the autocorrelation. That is, let
Next we discuss about the practical value of K and ε.
The value of K should depend on how fast the Markov chain could converge, and can be referred from the jumping step of the MIS. The choice of the easy-to-sample proposal distribution before the reject-accept phase in Markov chain may greatly affect the convergence speed. In our implementation, we tested two proposal distributions. One is the uniform distribution, which indicates that all the states are chosen uniformly randomly as the candidate state no matter what the current state is. The other one generates candidate state by randomly moving one of the photons to another empty mode, as shown in Eq. S13 g(s j |s i ) = 1 n·(m−n) , patterns correspond to s i differs from that of s j in the position of one photon; 0, else,
where n is the number of photons and m is the number of modes. For example, in the simulation for n = 2, m = 6, state corresponding to pattern |010100 may transmit to state with pattern |000101 by moving the photon from the second mode to the last mode. This proposal distribution leads to slower convergence of the Markov chain, and thus exposes more severe autocorrelation problem. Therefore, this proposal distribution is applied in our test of SC-MCMC to show the evolution of the autocorrelations in the sample sequence more clearly, while in the practical implementation, the uniform distribution is a better choice. For example, as shown in Fig. S8 , the curves are obtained from the sequences obtained using different candidate choosing strategy. "mov1p" is the implementation of Eq. S13; "Uniform" means the candidate is chosen uniformly randomly. Further, we compared the two strategies with that in ref. [21] where the distribution of distinguishable particles is used as the proposal distribution, as shown in Fig. S9 . The strategy in ref. [21] helps produce least correlated samples, and thus a smaller sample cache is sufficient. With the increase of the size of the sample cache, the autocorrelations of the sequences under different proposal distribution become closer, and are hard to distinguish when the size of the cache reaches a certain level. Thus we claim that no matter what strategy is applied, the sample cache would finally help eliminate the autocorrelation as long as the Markov chain can finally converge, while the difference resides in the size of the sample cache required.
On the other hand, the strategy in ref. [21] produces least correlated samples, the sampler with this proposal distribution must be able to sample from the distribution of distinguishable particles efficiently, which involves the calculation of the permanent of a real matrix. In this way, two permanents (one of a complex matrix and one of a real matrix) have to be calculated for one sample, and the practical calculation on classical computers still requires more extra cost.
With proper proposal distribution, it's claimed that K = 100 is sufficient for the cases with more than 30 photons. 
FIG. S8:
The autocorrelation of the sequence generated by MCMC with different proposal distribution. "Mov1p" is the strategy used in our implementation to expose autocorrelation problem, "Uniform" is to choose the candidate uniformly randomly. The uniform choice results in fast convergence speed, and better performance in the autocorrelation than the "mov1p" implementation. 
FIG. S9:
The comparison between the three proposal distribution. "Mov1p" is the strategy used in our implementation to expose autocorrelation problem, "Uniform" is to choose the candidate uniformly randomly, and "Distinguishable" is the strategy used in ref. [21] where the distribution of distinguishable particles is used as the candidate. The strategy in ref. [21] results in fastest convergence speed and further the least correlated samples. However, unbefitting choice of proposal distribution would lead to higher requirement of the size of the sample cache, while the performance of SC-MCMC would not be affected that much, except a longer start-up time. When the cache is filled, the SC-MCMC sampler still can generate one sample by calculating one permanent. Because of the possibility of bad convergence speed when choosing improper proposal distribution, we set K = 200.
Next we discuss about the choice of ε, and then we can use a sufficient big cache to eliminate the autocorrelation. Tab. SI gives the examples.
It meets some challenges to relate ε directly with the autocorrelation of the sequence. Empirically we found that ε = 0.1 may be enough to limit the first-order autocorrelation within a small range (in the order of 10 −2 ). Thus we claim that ε = 0.05 may be sufficient, and then a practical value of L can be obtained by setting K = 200 and ε = 0.05, that is 4,000. As reflected in Fig. S5 , the SC-MCMC with a cache of size 4,000 can produce nearly independent samples for 30-photon-900-mode boson sampling. Above all, no matter how big the cache is, no sample is discarded.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The value assigning of the output patterns
To calculate the autocorrelation within the sequence, each output pattern of photons has to be assigned a value. We tried 3 ways for value assigning.
Binary to Decimal
Since the regime that we simulate boson sampling is limited in the collision-free case, the number of photons in each mode would not exceed 1. Thus the pattern can be regarded as a binary number. We can simply transform it into a decimal number as its value. However, this method is not feasible for larger scale because of the limit of the word length of classical computers.
Order of Sort
We first sort the patterns, and use the numerical order as its value.
− log P i
The value is assigned as the logarithm of its probability. This method is also applied in ref. [21] .
TABLE SI: ε and the first-order autocorrelation under different cache size. For the n = 3, m = 9 case (left), K is set to be 29 according to Fig. S3 . For the n = 4, m = 16 case (right), K is set to be 33. For each sequence 1,000,000 samples are taken.k is the average absolute distance in the original sequence of the adjacent samples of the final sequence, N 1 is the number of adjacent samples in the final sequence those are also adjacent in the original sequence, and R 1 is the corresponding ratio over the whole sample sequence, which is of the theoretical value as 1 L . F K is the frequency of adjacent samples in the final sequence those are of a distance less than K in the original sequence, and ε represents the ratio. For example, when simulating the boson sampling with 3 photons and a 6-mode optical network, in the collision-free regime there are totally 20 output patterns, and the value assigning of the 20 patterns are shown in Tab. SII. The assigning strategy doesn't impact on the final result, and the theoretical analysis works no matter what method we use to assign values to the patterns. Fig. S10 shows examples for two different assigning strategies. In our simulation, we use the means of "Order of sort" to assign value to each output pattern. The values of patterns are assigned using "− log P i " strategy. The strategies for value assigning do not impact on the effect of sample cache.
Correctness
Since SC-MCMC essentially is only the reorder of the sequence, the samples taken are not changed. The standard MCMC process embedded ensures the correctness of the results. Current validation techniques provide the method to distinguish boson sampling distribution from another proposal distribution once. Basically the sampling results in boson sampling should be compared to the uniform distribution and the distribution sampling from distinguishable particles, particularly in the cases where the scales reaches a rather large level. Here we directly compare the frequency of the sampling results to the theoretical probability distribution, and calculate the similarity following Eq. S14
where P i and Q i represent the probability of event labeled as i in distribution P and Q respectively. Empirically, we found that to reach a high similarity between the frequency of the sampling results and the probability distribution, the number of samples taken should be around 100 · m n . Thus it limits the scales of simulation if we only take 1,000,000 samples. As have shown in Fig. S11 , the sampling results agree the theoretical probability results well. In small scales we have confirmed the correctness by comparing the frequency graph with the probability distribution, this validation method is not feasible in relatively large scale, which requires corresponding computing resource with the brute force sampler. In large scale simulation, other validation method is required, such as the likelihood ratio test.
If the correctness of the classical sampler is admitted, the classical sampler further provides an approach for the validation of the physical experiments. However, the hardness of boson sampling makes it difficult to validate the experimental results since it requires to calculate exponential permanents to provide theoretical probability distribution, which is exactly what the brute force sampler does. Another method that may help, which is kind of speculative, could be like this: We could obtain two sample sequences, one is from the classical sampler that could be trusted, the other is from the experimental boson sampler, and use some statistic techniques to validate, such as the K-S test.
The influence of sample cache on high-order autocorrelation
The essence of SC-MCMC is the reorder of samples, so that the correlated samples are scattered to be apart in varied distances. The range of scattering depends on the size of the sample cache. Thus the low-order autocorrelation decreases with the cost that the high-order autocorrelation increases. Until the size of the sample cache reaches a certain degree, the space for the scattering of low-order autocorrelation is large enough, thus the low-order autocorrelation can be reduced with high-order autocorrelation increasing by a negligible quantity. The results of autocorrelation scattering are shown in Fig. S12 .
The process of scattering can be observed with the increase of the size of sample cache. The curve indicated by L = 1 shows the initial autocorrelation at all the lags. When L = 50, the low-order autocorrelation decreases (e.g. lag from 1 to 20), while the autocorrelations at lags greater than 20 increase. When L reaches 100, the curve tends to be flat, and L reaching 500 makes it flatter. When L arrives at 4,000, the autocorrelation at all the lags is negligible, therefore we obtain a sequence containing nearly independent samples.
Performance
Here we show the performance of our SC-MCMC. The test platforms are Tianhe-2 supercomputer, and another small-scale local clusters. The simulations only take advantages of the CPUs of Tianhe-2 without the usage of accelerators. The performance parameters of each computing nodes of Tianhe-2 (the corresponding parameters of the accelerators are excluded) are listed in Tab. SIII. The sampling results are shown in Tab. SIV. The largest number of nodes used on Tianhe-2 is 64, and the Intel Xeon Phi accelerators are not used, therefore it is still a server-level cluster.
The percentage of time spent on permanents approaches 100% with the scale grows. Though with the increase of number of computing nodes, the extra cost for the initialization of the computation also increases. However, compared to the computation of permanents, this is a negligible cost when the number of photons reaches a certain number. For example, when using 32 nodes, the percentage of time on spent on permanents reaches nearly 100% when the number of photons reaches 21, while the average time on computing one permanent is only 0.055 seconds. Thus we conclude that SC-MCMC can reach the computational hardness limit of classically simulating boson sampling.
ANALYSIS OF THE THRESHOLD OF QUANTUM SUPREMACY VIA BOSON SAMPLING
The precise estimation must base on some test first. In [22] , they have measured the scalability curve of calculating permanents on Tianhe-2 supercomputer. Our algorithm makes it feasible to regard the performance of calculating permanents as the performance of simulating boson sampling, which reveals the scaling in terms of n (the number of photons) and p (the number of computing nodes) respectively. By fixing p = 16, 000, the scaling of n is described by scheme. T total is the time used for the whole sampling process, T 1Sample is the average time for one sample, Tper is the time used on the calculation of permanents, and T 1P er is the average time for one permanent. Rate is the sampling rate when using N nodes on the specified platform. r 1 is the first-order autocorrelation of the sequence when using a sampling cache with size of 4,000. The execution on Tianhe-2 only uses the CPUs, while the Intel Xeon Phi accelerators are not applied. When the number of photons are less than 17, the main cost of the calculation is the start-up of the calculation (note that the time for one permanent is in the order of 10 −4 seconds), rather than the permanents. After that (n ≥ 17), the time used in the simulation well confirm to the rule that the execution time doubles when the number of photons increases by 1, which means the quantity of computation of permanent becomes the main part of the simulation. As reported in [21] , the MIS could generate a 50-photon sample on the supercomputer within under 10 days, while in a corresponding time (within about 11 days), our method could be able to generate a 57-photon sample.
To make a more detailed comparison with the threshold raised before, we rewrite the function of quantum advantage defined in [21] as QA(n, η) = log t c t q ,
where n is the number of photons, η is the transmission probability of a photon, which is the key to the sampling efficiency of a physical realization. t c , t q represent the estimated time for the simulation of boson sampling instance on classical computers and quantum computers respectively. The value of function QA represents the competition between classical computers and quantum computers. The quantum advantage exists in the situations with QA > 0 where quantum devices are faster than classical computers, and the border line of QA = 0 is the threshold for positive quantum advantage. The estimated quantum run time is
where P CF is the probability for a collision-free event, which depends on the size of the network. It can be further refined for a square network with m = n 2 or a linear network with m = 4n which both have been experimentally realized, as Eq. S19 shows. 
where e in t The increment of required photon number to achieve positive quantum advantage for a network with m = 4n. With the threshold pushed further, the number of photons required for positive quantum advantage increases according to the value of η. N M IS is the least number of required photons for positive quantum advantage according to the threshold obtained by MIS if the transmission probability realized in physical experiment is η. Nc t is correspond number via SC-MCMC. The increment of the minimum value of η, the transmission probability of a single photon, when the number of photons is limited under 100. For the curves, the minimum value is reached when the photon number is 100. The increment varies according to the shape of the network and the repetition rate of the photon source. η M IS is the minimum value of η according to the curves obtained by MIS, and η SC−M CM C is the correspond value via SC-MCMC. 
The possibly existence of n −1 in R q will not affect the convergence. This convergence indicates that with the proposed experimental parameters, the transmission probability of a single photon is likely to have to be improved to above a threshold value, or the quantum supremacy may never be demonstrated by boson sampling.
